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**Synopsis**

Blendin Blandin is searching for the legendary Time Pirates’ Treasure, and he needs Dipper and Mabel’s help . . . and yours, too! Journey through time and explore the dragon-infested medieval era, the Weird-and-Wild West, and the laser-and-giant-baby-filled future. YOU choose from multiple paths that lead to different wacky adventures! You might end up finding the greatest treasure ever known, or you could send the twins and Blendin into an abyss from which they will never escape! This all-new Select Your Own Choose-Venture time-travel treasure hunt book features thrilling adventures, original artwork, and an exclusive double-sided poster! The book’s author, Jeffrey Rowe, wrote episodes of Gravity Falls; Alex Hirsch, the creator of the show, provided additional story for the book; and the book’s illustrator, Emmy Cicierega, was a storyboard artist for the show.
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**Customer Reviews**

My 9 year old really enjoyed reading this book. In fact, especially because you can choose your own venture, he has read it several times. My younger child and I have been taking turns with big brother to read it, as well. It had been hard to successfully motivate my kids to continue reading during the summer break from school! After exhausting our choices at our small town public library, my eldest decided to re-re-read his Captain Underpants collection, but I really wanted him to read something new. We had never watched or heard of this apparent show on Disney Channel, but somehow I
came across this book, and even better it has multiple paths the reader can take so that they really are reading something new, each time! My son would not stop talking about this book; he could not wait to tell us about the different paths he would take. Many times he would tell us he failed "the mission", but you simply go back to the chapter you came from and take the other path. One downside: My son had to use two bookmarks to keep track, one to mark the current page, but another to mark the last chapter he came from, in case he did "fail," because each venture you choose has you skipping around the entire book so it can be hard to remember which page you came from. It's appears to be in random order, you'll be reading from the back of the book, then back to the front, then the middle, etc. Some ventures are barely two pages and then it has you skipping to another place in the book, but my son seemed to enjoy this. I love that my child loves this book and also that the content is kid friendly. I love that they did included some color pictures in the story along with two small posters in the back of the book, as well. I purchased the hardback cover and was very impressed with the quality. I had to finally tell my son to STOP reading, and go to sleep!

Was so much fun to read, had so many different endings and reference. This is not just a book for kids, as it referenced movies I'm sure none would know. It's easy to follow along, reads just how you would watch an episode and is really well written. THIS IS A SPOILER.... A very very vague one.... the secret Alex mentioned about Bill and the Axolotl .... made me teary eyed. If you're a hardcore fan, especially with writing aus, you will cry.

My son is a huge gravity falls fan, and I got this book for his birthday, he absolutely loves it, The bad part is that it took him only a couple of days to go through all the possibilities for the stories, but now he is hooked and he heard there is another one that also lets you choose your own adventure and looking forward to get it.

Really enjoyed reading this book with my kids. They've never done a book where you had to make choices before, so eventually they'd want to skip ahead and see what the choice would bring - they were really excited and into it. I also enjoyed it, as I really liked the show. Did not consider the book short either, lots of choices.

Had this product for a week now and finally writing a review. Honestly I was surprised it was a hard copy but I'm happy ultimately I haven't read it cause it's for my girlfriend's birthday on the 17 :) can't
wait :)

This book is a must for any fan of the Gravity Falls show. The characterization within is spot on, Every time I read a line of dialog I could practically hear the character’s voices. The action was fun and entertaining and the story was fluid and cohesive. The three different settings were unique and each did have its own set of consequences and choices. Which is to say that it wasn’t like reading the same story with just a theme pasted on it. The long and short of it is that this book was well written, good fun, and felt being a part of the TV show.

This book is another great must-have for any Gravity Falls fan which span such a wide age range. Love that both my kids and I find so many laughs in the book and the codes are a blast to decode. Just like in other Gravity Falls books, the book has quite a few secrets hidden as well, none of which I would dare give away here!

My son worked his butt off to earn the money to buy this book & he went nuts when he finally came. Now he has all the Gravity Falls books! A happy little reader. Very high quality & interesting book.
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